
65. There are a number of things that could ……

… differently, but on the whole I think the

opening night went well.

a. have been doing

b. have done

c. be doing

d. have been done 

66. Mr. Saunders will be ……… me when I go in-

to the hospital for my surgery next week.

a. standing out

b. standing for 

c. standing in for 

d. standing by

67. “After everything we said, she just went and

borrowed my car again without asking!”

“You’ve ……… !”

a. got kidded

b. got to have kidded 

c. got to be kidding

d. got to kid

68. The house, ……… up all winter, was cold and

damp inside with some mold on the walls.

a. having been shut

b. having it shut

c. having him shut it

d. having had shut

69. “Temperatures have dropped to zero again.”

“That will make ……… all the harder.”

a. the trapped climbers reach

b. to reach the trapped climbers

c. reaching the trapped climbers

d. the trapped climbers to reach

70. You’ve brought ……… , I’m afraid. There are

twenty kids on the outing.

a. too few a sandwich

b. fewer sandwiches by one

c. one too few sandwich

d. one sandwich too few

71. The near miss was a ……… reminder that our

safety protocols need updating.

a. timed

b. timing

c. timely

d. timeless

72. “Maybe Perry will help.”

“It’s ……… . He’ll find some excuse not to.” 

a. no good asking him 

b. not good asking him

c. no good to ask him

d. not good him to ask

73. You’ve just got to face up ……… a mistake,

apologize and move on.

a. to make 

b. to have made

c. to making 

d. to having made

74. Richard has made a great contribution to this

organization but, ……… , it’s time for some-

one else to take over. 

a. be it as that may 

b. it may be as that

c. it may be that way

d. be that as it may

75. If ……… to the mall this weekend, give me a

call – I could use a ride.

a. you would go

b. you’ll go

c. you’re going

d. you’ll have gone 

76. 2010 was the first year my senator ……… for

office.

a. has run

b. has been running 

c. had run 

d. had been running

77. Polly ……… giving up on her dream of act-

ing when she landed her first role.

a. was on the point of

b. was just about to 

c. was to

d. was due to

78. The product is extremely fragile, so it’s vital

……… with care.

a. for it being handled

b. that it handle

c. that it handles

d. that it be handled
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79. “Do you think Billy can work this weekend?”

“Neither he ……… , seeing as they’re both

away at camp.”

a. neither his brother

b. nor his brother

c. or his brother can

d. and neither can his brother

80. These are the conditions ……… grew up, so

we are used to them.

a. under them we

b. under which we

c. which under them we

d. that under we

81. What I need to know is why ……… neces-

sary to lie to me.

a. did you feel it

b. you felt it

c. did you feel

d. you felt

82. “Did you expect to pass the exam?”

“Not really – it caught me by surprise, ……… .” 

a. in my honesty 

b. being honest

c. to be honest

d. that’s honesty

83. The physicist ……… a genius by his peers.

a. regarded as 

b. was regarded him as

c. was regarded him to be 

d. was regarded as

84. His abilities as a footballer are ……… his

brother, but he doesn’t have the same dedica-

tion. 

a. similar to those of 

b. same as those of

c. the same as

d. similar to

85. The new model of the car is ……… identical

to last year’s, just with a few extra features.

a. by and large

b. far and away

c. hard and fast

d. now and then 

86. Is the price you’re quoting me for the room …

…… of sales tax?

a. inclusive

b. included 

c. including 

d. inclusion

87. How much money ……… with them to spend

a week in New York?

a. should someone have

b. someone should have 

c. should have someone

d. have someone

88. ……… for a few days before agreeing to the

deal – I’m sure I can get you a better price.

a. Hold down

b. Hold up

c. Hold out

d. Hold back

89. There’s ……… to be made in the business of

recycled plastics.

a. very little honestly money

b. very honest little money

c. honestly very little money

d. little very honestly money

90. The police believe that the two crimes are 

……… , and probably committed by the same

gang.

a. closely connected

b. close connected

c. closed connected

d. connected closely
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